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	Der Autor stellt die Systemarchitektur, die Einrichtung und den Betrieb von Windows 7 in Unternehmensumgebungen sowie Änderungen und Neuerungen im Vergleich zu früheren Windows-Versionen dar. Das Buch wendet sich an Systemadministratoren und Consultants, die bereits Erfahrung mit der Verwaltung von Windows-Systemen haben und die neue Windows-Version kennenlernen möchten. Windows 7 wird in diesem Buch anschaulich und mit zahlreichen Praxistipps und Abbildungen beschrieben. Außerdem ist es für die Vorbereitung auf die Microsoft MCP-Prüfung geeignet.
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DK Essential Managers: InnovationDK Adult, 2009

	In today’s dynamic and turbulent world, organizations

	face a stark challenge—change or perish. Unless they

	keep renewing their products and services, and update

	the ways they create and deliver them, they risk being

	overtaken by competitors. Innovation—the process of

	change—is critical to the success...
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Murach's HTML5 and CSS3Mike Murach & Associates, 2011

	Note: There is a newer edition of this book


	HTML5 and CSS3 (the latest standards for HTML and cascading style sheets) are packed with coding options that make it easier than ever to create web pages with the features users want today, from an up-to-date look and feel...to immediate validation of user entries...to audio and video...
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Sams Teach Yourself Regular Expressions in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 2004
RegEx is supported in all major development environments (for use in editing and working with code) and will thus appeal to anyone using these tools.  In addition, every JavaScript developer should be using RegEx, but most don't as it has never been taught to them properly before.  Developers using ASP, C#, ColdFusion, Java JSP, PHP, Perl,...
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Biomimetics: Biologically Inspired TechnologiesCRC Press, 2005
Imagine a smart microchip that is buried in the ground for a long time. Upon certain triggering conditions this chip begins to grow and consume materials from its surroundings, converting them into energy and structural cells. As the chip grows further, it reconfigures its shape to become a mobile robot. Using its recently created mobility, the...
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An Introduction To Optoelectronic Sensors (Series in Optics and Photonics)World Scientific Publishing, 2009
This invaluable book offers a comprehensive overview of the technologies and  applications of optoelectronic sensors. Based on the R&D experience of more  than 70 engineers and scientists, highly representative of the Italian  academic and industrial community in this area, this book provides a broad and  accurate description of the...
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Positive Psychology (The Basics)Routledge, 2020

	Consider a scientific scholarship that is as invested in promoting

	happiness, wellbeing, strength and resilience as much as it is

	concerned in alleviating stress and distress. A science that

	explores what makes a good life, and disseminates concepts,

	research findings and interventions that can help us flourish

	and grow. This...
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